Press Release
LETTER OF APPRECIATION TO SINGAPORE ON CREW CHANGES IN COVID-19
TIMES
Further to our joint industry submission letter to the Asian government leaders on
crew changes in COVID-19 for calling upon leadership actions to saving stranded
seafarers that urgently needed to be relieved, ASA coordinated another letter of
appreciation to the Singapore Authorities (co-sponsored by 16 other international
associations).
Singapore’s action towards seafarers is in line with the UN General Assembly, which
on 1 December 2020 adopted a resolution calling for all governments to give
seafarers key-worker status, by facilitating international travel and giving seafarers
priority access to COVID-19 vaccinations. We are also thankful that Singapore
implemented high-quality health protocols to ensure seafarers can move safely and
securely to and from ships, via airports and other transport hubs
The ASA Secretary General, Yuchi Sonoda made his
statement, “The Singapore Shipping Tripartite Alliance
Resilience (SG-STAR) Fund has been endorsed by many
international social partners for the marine transport and
ASA as a gold standard initiative. We appreciate Singapore
initiating this fund and recommending other jurisdictions to
adopt to facilitate safe crew changes. In addition, ASA
recognises that almost 95 percent of the crew changes
carried out in Singapore are catered for seafarers from other
parts of the world and we would like to express our gratitude
to the Singapore Authorities for such facilitation.”
The letter to the Singapore Authorities is our follow-up calling for leadership actions
and we will be communicating with other Asian governments for the same aspect. The
letter to the Singapore Authorities is annexed as reference.
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Editor’s Note:
The Asian Shipowners’ Association (ASA) is a voluntary organization of the shipowner associations of Australia,
China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea and the Federation of ASEAN Shipowners’ Associations
comprising shipping associations of ASEAN countries. The aims of the ASA are to promote the interests of Asian
shipowners. Between annual ASA meetings, the ongoing work is carried out by five Standing Committees: The
Seafarers Committee (SC), the Ship Insurance and Liability Committee (SILC), the Safe Navigation and
Environment Committee (SNEC), the Shipping Policy Committee (SPC), and the Ship Recycling Committee (SRC).
It has been estimated that ASA shipowners and managers control and operate around 50% of the world's cargo
carrying fleet.
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